“Paper,” Binding, Book: Perspectives from Japan, India, and Tibet

Thursday, February 6, 2020
1:30 pm – 3:15 pm (reception to follow)
CK Choi Building, Room 120, 1855 West Mall, UBC

Learn about Japanese paper production, binding techniques, and book formats with book history expert Dr. Takahiro Sasaki (Keio University)--presenting in Japanese with English translation.

Join our discussion with UBC Asian Studies professors Dr. Adheesh Sathaye, Dr. Dagmar Schwerk, and Dr. Hasan Siddiqui.

Sponsored by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science and the UBC Centre for Asian Research.

Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) Information Luncheon

12:30 pm – 1:15 pm CK Choi Building, Room 120, 1855 West Mall, UBC

Interested in studying in Japan or collaborating with scholars based in Japan? JSPS offers funding for grad students, postdocs, and professors in all fields. Learn more from International Program Associate Mr. Hideki Kunii and JSPS alumni.